**Los Angeles Family and Neighborhood Survey, Wave 2 (L.A.FANS-2)**

**ROSTER MODULE**

**Notes**
- This is the first questionnaire administered in each panel or sampled New Entrant household.
- Roster respondent can be any adult age 18 and older who lives in the household. If multiple adults are available in a given HH, preference should be given in choosing the roster respondent to the W1 RSA and PCG. If neither is available, preference should be given to the W1 RSC (if ≥ 18) and SIB (if ≥ 18), if available. Otherwise interview any available adult.
- Set UR and CR indicators for whether Update roster and Current roster are to be done. We need a flag in the Current Roster that indicates whether or not each individual is also listed in the Update Roster or not.

**Preloads**
- Wave 1 Roster (names, sexes, roster ids, FT / PT resident status, ages, and birthdates where available of all residents from W1 roster; flags for whether person was RSA, RSC, SIBW1, PCGW1, or other). Note roster list should also include any new names (i.e., name changes) we know about from the ITS or tracing operations as well as original W1 names
- Whether sampled RSA, RSC, PCGW1, or SIBW1 were interviewed in W1
- Type of household (from case management system). See list for types of household in question R_UA1 below

**Lists created during update roster**
- Current roster list (The current roster list is a list of all current residents in the HH. For panel HHs, panel respondents will be placed on the current roster list if they currently live in the HH.)
- Missing person list
- Deceased person list

**Questionnaire formatting key**
- **Black bold**: Question numbers
- Black normal: Interviewer to read question text
- BLACK UPPER CASE: Interviewer and programming instructions
- **BLACK BOLD ITALIC UPPER CASE**: Comments
PART I: UPDATE ROSTER

SECTION UPDATE X. FINDING ROSTER RESPONDENT

START HERE FOR ALL HOUSEHOLDS, REGARDLESS OF HH TYPE
QUESTIONS FOR SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE ROSTER RESPONDENT AT THE DOORSTEP

RX1. Are you at least 18 years or older?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RX1b)

RX1a. And do you live at this address more than half the time?

1. YES (GO TO ROBS1)
5. NO (GO TO RX1b)

RX1b. Is there someone available I can speak to who is over 18 years old and lives here at least half the time?

1. YES, AND IS AVAILABLE TO SPEAK TO (GO TO RX1)
2. YES, BUT PERSON IS NOT AVAILABLE NOW (GO TO RX1c)
3. NO, NO ONE OVER 17 IN THE HOUSEHOLD FULL TIME (GO TO RX1d)

RX1c_1. When would be a good time to reach that person?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD DATE AND TIME (ON PAPER)

RX1d. I have recorded that no one 18 or older lives in this household at least half the time. Is that correct?

1. YES
5. NO

RX1e. Can I speak to the oldest person who lives in this household at least half the time?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RX1c_2)

RX1c_2. When would be a good time to reach that person?

INTERVIEWER RECORD DATE AND TIME. TERMINATE INTERVIEW.

RX1f. How old are you?

INTERVIEWER: IF THIS PERSON IS OVER 18 RETURN TO RX1 AND START OVER OR IF PERSON IS NOT 18 THEN RETURN TO RX1F AND ENTER CORRECT AGE.

RX1g. Do you live at this address more than half the time?

1. YES (GO TO ROBS1)
5. NO

SECTION UPDATE ROBS. INTERVIEWER OBSERVATIONS OF RESPONDENT

ROBS1. INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION: CODE WHAT RACE OR RACES YOU WOULD SAY THE RESPONDENT IS IF YOU DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT HIM / HER

DO NOT ASK RESPONDENT FOR INFORMATION OR HELP!! CODE ALL THAT APPLY.
1. LATINO
2. WHITE
3. AFRICAN-AMERICAN, BLACK
4. ASIAN
5. PACIFIC ISLANDER
6. NATIVE AMERICAN / AMERICAN INDIAN

**ROBS1A. CHECK ROBS1:**

IF ROBS1=ONE RESPONSE CODE CHECKED, GO TO R_UA1
IF ROBS1=MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE CHECKED, CONTINUE

**ROBS2. INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION:** CODE WHAT SINGLE RACE OR GROUP YOU WOULD SAY BEST DESCRIBES THE RESPONDENT IF YOU DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT HIM / HER

DO NOT ASK RESPONDENT FOR INFORMATION OR HELP!! CODE ONLY ONE.

1. LATINO
2. WHITE
3. AFRICAN-AMERICAN, BLACK
4. ASIAN
5. PACIFIC ISLANDER
6. NATIVE AMERICAN / AMERICAN INDIAN

**SECTION UPDATE A. DETERMINE WHICH ROSTER SECTIONS ARE TO BE COMPLETED**

**R_UA1. WHAT TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD IS THIS?**

1. PANEL HOUSEHOLD (RSA, RSC, OR SIB LIVE HERE) AT W1 ADDRESS OR ELSEWHERE IN ANY OF THE 65 TRACTS SAMPLED FOR W1 (SET UR=1 AND CR=1)
2. PANEL HOUSEHOLD (RSA, RSC, OR SIB LIVE HERE) NOT LOCATED IN ONE OF THE 65 SAMPLED TRACTS (SET UR=1 AND CR=1)
3. NEW ENTRANT HOUSEHOLD IN W1 TRACT (INCLUDES COMPLETE TURNOVERS, NEW CONSTRUCTION, W1 REFUSALS, AND W1 VACANT) (SET UR=0 AND CR=1)

**R_UA2. LANGUAGE OF ROSTER INTERVIEW**

1. ENGLISH
2. SPANISH

**R_UA3_1. Before we get started, may I have your full name?**

GIVEN NAME(S): _______ MIDDLE NAME: _______ FAMILY NAME(S): _______ SUFFIX: _______

**R_UA4. INTERVIEWER CHECK: RESPONDENT IS:**

1. MALE
2. FEMALE

**R_UA5. CAPI CHECK R_UA1:**

1. THIS IS A PANEL HOUSEHOLD (i.e., R_UA1=1 OR R_UA1=2)
2. THIS IS NOT A PANEL HOUSEHOLD (i.e., R_UA1=3) (GO TO R_UA15)

**R_UA6. CAPI INSTRUCTION: DISPLAY W1 ROSTER NAMES, IDS, SEXES, AND ESTIMATED CURRENT AGES AND R_UA3 AND R_UA4**
INTERVIEWER: CHECK LIST OF W1 ROSTER NAMES. IS THERE OBVIOUS MATCH BETWEEN NAME IN R_UA3 AND NAME AND SEX ON W1 ROSTER LIST?

1. YES (INTERVIEWER: ENTER ID MATCHING ID NUMBER FROM W1 ROSTER LIST): ______ (ID)
5. NO (GO TO R_UA12)

R_UA12. Could you have used a different name in [W1 INTERVIEW MONTH AND YEAR]?

[IF FEMALE, PROBE: Perhaps a maiden name or another married name?]

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO R_UA15) (CODE AS A NON-MATCH TO THE W1 ROSTER. PUT NAME IN CURRENT ROSTER AND CODE NEWMEMBER=1)

R_UA13. What name or names would you have used?

PROBE: Are there any other names you might have used?

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ALL NAMES

R_UA14line. INTERVIEWER: COMPARE NAMES TO W1 ROSTER NAMES

1. A NAME GIVEN IN R_UA13 MATCHES OR IS SIMILAR TO A W1 ROSTER NAME, RECORD ID OF THIS POTENTIAL MATCH _________________(ID) (GO TO R_UA7)
0. NO NAME IS SIMILAR (CODE AS A NON-MATCH TO THE W1 ROSTER. PUT NAME IN CURRENT ROSTER AND CODE NEWMEMBER=1)

R_UA14name. YOU JUST RECORDED THAT [R_UA14LINE] IS THE RESPONDENT. IS THIS CORRECT?

1. YES
5. NO

QUESTIONS TO ENSURE THAT ROSTER RESPONDENT IS THE SAME PERSON INTERVIEWER HAS IDENTIFIED IN W1 ROSTER LIST

R_UA7. In [W1 INTERVIEW MONTH AND YEAR], we interviewed you or others who lived with you. At that time you were about [AGE AT W1] which would make you about [CALCULATED CURRENT AGE] now. Is that correct?

1. YES, CORRECT AGE
5. NO, NOT CORRECT AGE (GO TO R_UA9)

REFUSALS GO TO R_UA9

R_UA8. And at that time, you were [W1 MARITAL STATUS] and had completed [W1 YEARS AND LEVEL OF SCHOOL COMPLETED]. Is that right?

1. YES (CODE AS MATCH, ENTER ROSTER RESP. IN UPDATED ROSTER AND IN CURRENT ROSTER AND GO TO R_UA15)
5. NO (GO TO R_UA11)

R_UA9. To make sure my information is correct, what is your birthdate?

DAY _______, MONTH _________, AND YEAR ___________

REFUSALS GO TO R_UA11

R_UA9a. We need an idea of your age. Can you tell me what age you are?
R_UA10. CAPI CHECK: USE R_UA9 AND W1 INTERVIEW DATE TO CALCULATE AGE AT W1:

1. ABSOLUTE VALUE OF CALCULATED AGE MINUS W1 ROSTER AGE <=2 YEARS (GO TO R_UA15)
2. ABSOLUTE VALUE OF CALCULATED AGE MINUS W1 ROSTER AGE > 2 YEARS

R_UA11. At that time in [W1 INTERVIEW MONTH AND YEAR], there was someone living in the household named [W1 MATCH NAME] who was [W1 MATCH AGE], was [W1 MARITAL STATUS], and had completed [W1 YEARS AND LEVEL OF SCHOOL COMPLETED]. Are you related to this person? How?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ___________________________________________

R_UA11ck. INTERVIEWER CHECK: DID RESPONDENT SAY HE / SHE IS THE PERSON DESCRIBED IN R_UA11?

GO TO R_UA15 (CODE AS A NON-MATCH TO THE W1 ROSTER. PUT NAME IN CURRENT ROSTER AND CODE NEWMEMBER=1)

R_UA15. CAPI CHECK:

1. UR=1
2. UR NE 1 (GO TO CURRENT ROSTER RA1b)

SECTION UPDATE B. FIND HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS FROM W1 INTERVIEW

R_UB1. CAPI CHECK:

1. RESPONDENT WAS ON HH ROSTER AT THE TIME OF W1
2. RESPONDENT WAS NOT ON HH ROSTER AT THE TIME OF W1

R_UB2. IF R_UB1=1: I would like to ask you about all the people who were living or staying with you in [WAVE 1 INTERVIEW MONTH AND YEAR] when we last interviewed your household.

IF R_UB1=2: I would like to ask you about all the people who were living or staying with [IF THERE WAS AN RSA, FILL "[RSA NAME]""] [IF THERE WAS A PCGW1, FILL "[PCGW1 NAME]""] [IF THERE WAS AN RSC, FILL "[RSC NAME]""] in [MONTH AND YEAR OF WAVE 1 INTERVIEW].

CAPI INSTRUCTION: LOOP THROUGH FOR EACH PERSON [X=1 TO 22] ON W1 ROSTER.

R_UB2A. CAPI CHECK:

1. PERSON X IS ROSTER RESPONDENT (GO TO R_UB31)
2. PERSON X IS NOT ROSTER RESPONDENT

FIND OUT WHICH W1 RESPONDENTS LIVE HERE

R_UB3. The [first / next] person is [PERSON X] and [he / she] should be about [ESTIMATED WAVE 2 AGE] years old now. Does [he / she] live or stay here with you now?

1. YES, LIVES HERE PUT PERSON X ON CURRENT ROSTER
5. NO (GO TO R_UB4)
6. NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (PUT PERSON X ON MISSING PERSONS LIST AND GO TO R_UB31)
9. PERSON DIED (CODE AS DECEASED ON ROSTER, ADD TO DECEASED PERSONS LIST) (GO TO R_UB31)

R_UB3a. Does [PERSON X] live here full time or part time? Full-time means at least half of the time. Part-time means less than half of the time?
1. FULL-TIME RESIDENT OF HHLD (PUT PERSON X ON CURRENT ROSTER, GO TO R_UB3a)
2. PART-TIME RESIDENT OF HHLD (PUT PERSON X ON CURRENT ROSTER)

FOR W1 HH MEMBERS WHO DO NOT LIVE HERE AT ALL OR WHO ARE PART-TIME RESIDENTS BUT WERE FULL-TIME W1 RESIDENTS

R_UB4. CAPI CHECK:
1. PERSON X IS W1 RSA, RSC, PCGW1, OR SIB
2. PERSON X NOT W1 RESPONDENT (GO TO R_UB31)

FOR W1 RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT LIVE HERE AT ALL OR WHO ARE PART-TIME RESIDENTS

R_UB5. Where does [PERSON X] live or stay [most of the time]? What city and state?

IF NOT IN THE U.S.: What state or province and country?

1. CITY___________________ STATE / PROVINCE________ COUNTRY ______________________
2. DON'T HAVE ANY INFORMATION WHERE PERSON X IS (CODE AS MISSING ON THE UPDATE ROSTER, ADD TO MISSING PERSONS LIST. IF A1=1 GO TO R_UB12. IF A1=2 GO TO R_UB11)
3. NEVER HEARD OF PERSON X (CODE AS MISSING ON THE ROSTER, ADD TO MISSING PERSONS LIST AND GO TO R_UB31)
4. PERSON X DIED (CODE AS DECEASED ON ROSTER, ADD TO DECEASED PERSONS LIST) (GO TO R_UB31)
5. SAME ADDRESS AS PREVIOUS W1 HH MEMBER (ON LIST ABOVE) (GO TO R_UB8)
6. SAME CITY AS PREVIOUS W1 HH MEMBER (ON LIST ABOVE)

–2. REFUSED (CODE AS MISSING ON THE ROSTER, ADD TO MISSING PERSONS LIST. IF A1=1 GO TO R_UB12. IF A1=2 GO TO R_UB11)

R_UB6. Do you have an address and phone number for [PERSON X]? Any other phone numbers, such as their number at work or a cell phone number? Do you have an e-mail address? How about a zip code (or postal code if outside the U.S.)?

1. HAVE CONTACT INFORMATION: RECORD ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBERS, E-MAIL
2. SAME AS ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER'S ADDRESS PREVIOUSLY RECORDED. WHICH RESPONDENT? RECORD ID NUMBER AND NAME. (GO TO R_UB8)
3. PRISON / JAIL, INCARCERATED
4. IN INSTITUTION

R_UB6x. When do you expect [PERSON X] to be released from [JAIL NAME / INSTITUTION NAME]?

1. RESPONDENT GIVES A DATE
2. RESPONDENT SAYS PERSON X WILL NEVER BE RELEASED

R_UB7. What is the best way to contact [PERSON X]?

1. HOME PHONE
2. HOME E-MAIL
3. AT WORK PHONE: __________
4. AT WORK E-MAIL: __________
5. CELL PHONE
6. BY MAIL
7. IN PERSON
8. OTHER: ____________________
9. SAME AS PREVIOUS PERSON

UB8. CAPI CHECK:
1. R_UA1=1 (PANEL HH IN W1 TRACT) (GO TO R_UB12)
2. R_UA1=2 AND THERE IS AN ADDRESS IN R_UB5 / R_UB6 (PANEL HH IN NON-W1 TRACT)
3. R_UA1=2 AND NO ADDRESS REPORTED IN R_UB5 / R_UB6 (GO TO R_UB11)
4. R_UB6=3 OR R_UB6=4

CHECK THE POSSIBILITY THAT PERSON X STILL LIVES IN W1 DWELLING

R_UB9. INTERVIEWER: COMPARE ADDRESS IN R_UB5 / R_UB6 WITH W1 ADDRESS.

1. ADDRESS IS THE SAME OR MAY BE THE SAME AS W1 ADDRESS
2. ADDRESS IS DIFFERENT (GO TO R_UB11)

R_UB10. Just to make sure my information is correct. This address [PERSON X] now lives at [most of the time], [ADDRESS FROM R_UB5 / R_UB6] is the same address [he / she] lived at in [W1 INTERVIEW MONTH AND YEAR]. Is that correct?

1. YES (GO TO R_UB20)
5. NO

WHEN MOVED FROM W1 ADDRESS

R_UB11. When was the last time [PERSON X] lived at [W1 ADDRESS]?

1. DATE: MONTH______ DAY______ YEAR_______________
2. __________ MONTHS / YEARS AGO
3. NEVER LIVED THERE (GO TO R_UB20)
   –1. DON'T KNOW (GO TO R_UB12A)
   –2. REFUSED (GO TO R_UB12A)

R_UB11a. Why did [PERSON X] move away from that address?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ____________________________ (GO TO R_UB20)

WHEN HH MEMBER MOVED FROM HH IN W1 TRACT

R_UB12. When was the last time [PERSON X] lived here at this address [full time]?

1. DATE: MONTH______ YEAR_______________ (GO TO R_UB12E)
2. __________ MONTHS / YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)
3. NEVER LIVED HERE (GO TO R_UB20)
4. SAME AS OTHER W1 HOUSEHOLD MEMBER

R_UB12_name. INTERVIEWER: YOU JUST ENTERED THAT [NAME FROM R_UB12] LAST LIVED AT THIS ADDRESS ON THE SAME DATE AS PERSON X. IS THIS CORRECT? IF NOT GO BACK TO R_UB12 AND ENTER CORRECT ID.

R_UB12a. Was it more than three years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR THREE YEARS AGO], less than three years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UB12D)
2. LESS THAN THREE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)
4. IT WAS __________ MONTHS AGO OR __________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)

R_UB12b. Was it more than a year ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR 12 MONTHS AGO], less than a year ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)
2. LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
3. ABOUT A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)
4. IT WAS ________ MONTHS AGO OR ________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UB12E)

**R_UB12c.** Was it more than six months ago, that is before last [MONTH SIX MONTHS AGO], less than six months ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
5. LESS THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
3. ABOUT SIX MONTHS AGO
4. IT WAS ________ MONTHS AGO OR ________ YEARS AGO

ALL GO TO R_UB12E

**R_UB12d.** Was it more than five years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR FIVE YEARS AGO], less than five years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
2. LESS THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT FIVE YEARS AGO
4. IT WAS ________ MONTHS AGO OR ________ YEARS AGO

**R_UB12e.** Why did [PERSON X] [move away from this address / stop living here full time]?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ________________________________ (GO TO R_UB20)

**R_UB13–R_UB18d DROPPED**

**CHARACTERISTICS QUESTIONS ASKED ONLY FOR W1 RESPONDENTS (RSA, RSC, PCGW1, SIBW1) WHO ARE NOT IN THE CURRENT HH**

**R_UB20.** IS [PERSON X] THE RSA, RSC, PCGW1 OR SIBW1?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO R_UB31)

**R_UB21.** Has [PERSON X] changed [his / her] name or does [he / she] sometimes use another name?

1. CHANGED NAME OR USES ANOTHER NAME
2. USES ONLY [PERSON X]

**R_UB22.** How old is [PERSON X] now?

1. ______________ YEARS

IF R_UB22 >=15 OR R_UB22=8 OR R_UB22=9 CONTINUE
ELSE IF W2 IMPLIED AGE IS >=15 CONTINUE,
ELSE GO TO R_UB15

**R_UB23.** Is [he / she] currently married, separated, divorced, widowed or never legally married?

1. CURRENTLY MARRIED (GO TO R_UB25)
2. SEPARATED
3. DIVORCED
4. WIDOWED
5. NEVER LEGALLY MARRIED

**R_UB24.** Is [he / she] currently living in a relationship with a partner, girlfriend or boyfriend?

1. YES
5. NO
R_UB25. Has [he / she] ever had any children?

1. YES
5. NO

R_UB26. Who does [PERSON X] live with?

MARK ALL THAT APPLY

1. LIVES ALONE
2. LIVES WITH SPOUSE / PARTNER
3. LIVES WITH OWN CHILDREN
4. LIVES WITH OTHER RELATIVES
5. LIVES WITH NON-RELATIVES, ROOM MATES, FRIENDS
88. REFUSED
99. DOES NOT KNOW WITH WHOM PERSON LIVES

IF R_UB22 >=5 CONTINUE
ELSE IF W2 IMPLIED AGE IS >=5 CONTINUE
ELSE GO TO R_UB29

R_UB27. How much school has [PERSON X] completed?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: FOR THOSE CURRENTLY IN SCHOOL, THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CURRENT
YEAR OF SCHOOL, UNLESS IT IS ALREADY COMPLETED

0. NONE
1. to 11. ________________ (GRADE 1 THROUGH 11)
12. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR COMPLETED GED
13. SOME VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
14. COMPLETED VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
15. SOME COLLEGE
16. ASSOCIATES’ DEGREE (AA)
17. BACHELORS’ DEGREE (BA, BS)
18. SOME GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL (AFTER COMPLETING COLLEGE)
19. COMPLETED GRADUATE / PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

R_UB28. Is [PERSON X] currently in school?

1. YES
5. NO

R_UB29. CAPI CHECK

1. IF R_UB22 >=16 OR W2 IMPLIED AGE IS >=16
2. OTHER (GO TO R_UB31)

R_UB30. Does [PERSON X] currently have a paid job?

1. YES
5. NO

R_UB31. END OF LOOP. START LOOP AGAIN AT R_UB2A WITH NEXT PERSON ON W1 ROSTER LIST.
AFTER LOOP IS COMPLETE GO TO SECTION C

SECTION UPDATE C. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DECEASED PERSONS

R_UC1. CAPI CHECK: ANYONE ON DECEASED LIST?
R_UC2. CAPI INSTRUCTION: LOOP THROUGH R_UC3 TO R_UC14 FOR EACH PERSON ON DECEASED LIST

FOR ALL DECEASED PERSONS FROM W1 HH

R_UC3. You mentioned that [DECEASED NAME] is no longer alive. Could you tell me, when did [he / she] die?

INTERVIEWER: TRY TO GET AS MUCH INFORMATION ON DEATH DATE OF THE PERSON

1. DAY _______MONTH _____ YEAR _____ (GO TO R_UC4)

R_UC3a. Was it more than three years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR THREE YEARS AGO], less than three years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UC3D)
2. LESS THAN THREE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UC4)
4. NUMBER OF MONTHS OR YEARS AGO GIVEN (GO TO R_UC4)
   –1. DOESN'T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON

R_UC3b. Was it more than a year ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR ONE YEAR AGO], less than a year ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UC4)
2. LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
3. ABOUT A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UC4)
4. NUMBER OF MONTHS OR YEARS AGO GIVEN (GO TO R_UC4)
   –1. DOESN'T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON

R_UC3c. Was it more than six months ago, that is before [MONTH SIX MONTHS AGO], less than six months ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
2. LESS THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
3. ABOUT SIX MONTHS AGO
4. NUMBER OF MONTHS OR YEARS AGO GIVEN
   –1. DOESN'T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON

ALL GO TO R_UC4

R_UC3d. Was it more than five years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR FIVE YEARS AGO], less than five years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
2. LESS THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT FIVE YEARS AGO
4. IT WAS __________ MONTHS AGO OR __________YEARS AGO

R_UC4. CAPI CHECK:

1. THIS IS A W1 DWELLING
2. THIS IS NOT A W1 DWELLING (GO TO R_UC6)

R_UC5. Did [he / she] live here in this household at the time [he / she] died?

1. YES
5. NO

GO TO R_UC7


1. YES
5. NO

R_UC7. CAPI CHECK:

1. [DECEASED NAME] IS RSA, RSC, PCGW1 OR SIBW1
2. [DECEASED NAME] IS NOT RSA, RSC, PCGW1 OR SIBW1 (GO TO R_UC14)

R_UC8. CAPI CHECK:

1. R_UC5=1 OR R_UC6=1 (GO TO R_UC11)
2. OTHER

R_UC9. When did [DECEASED NAME] [stop living here with you / stop living at W1 ADDRESS]? What month and year?

1. MONTH ____________ YEAR__________

R_UC10. Where was [DECEASED NAME] living at the time of [his / her] death?

1. CITY: ________ STATE: ________ COUNTRY: ________________
2. SAME ADDRESS AS PREVIOUS PERSON X: _______ID NUMBER ________________ NAME

R_UC11. Did [DECEASED NAME] die in the same city and state [he / she] lived in or somewhere else?

1. SAME CITY, STATE, AND COUNTRY
2. SOMEWHERE ELSE: CITY _______STATE _______COUNTRY_________

R_UC12. What was [DECEASED NAME] father’s last name?

1. FATHER’S NAME ______________________

R_UC12a. What was [DECEASED NAME]’s date of birth?

PROBE: Do you know the month and the year of birth?

DAY: ____________ MONTH: __________ YEAR: ____________

R_UC13. Can you give me [DECEASED NAME]’s Social Security Number?

1. YES, IT’S ________________________________

R_UC14. GO TO NEXT PERSON ON DECEASED LIST. IF NO ONE ELSE ON THE LIST GO TO SECTION D.

SECTION UPDATE D. MISSING PERSON INFORMATION

R_UD1. CAPI CHECK: ANY ONE ON THE MISSING PERSONS LIST?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO CURRENT ROSTER R_UA1a)
R_UD2. CAPI CHECK:

1. [MISSING PERSON X] IS RSA, RSC, PCGW1 OR SIB
2. [MISSING PERSON X] IS NOT RSA, RSC, PCGW1 OR SIB

GO TO R_UD13

R_UD2a. CAPI CHECK:

1. R HAS HEARD OF [MISSING PERSON X]
2. R HAS NOT HEARD OF [MISSING PERSON X] (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD3. When we interviewed [MISSING PERSON X] [IF PERSON X=RSC OR SIBW1 AND WAS <9 YEARS OLD AT W1 INTERVIEW, FILL "or his parent or guardian"] in [YEAR OF W1 INTERVIEW], [he / she] agreed to be interviewed again in the future. Do you have any information on how to get in touch with [MISSING PERSON X] or where he or she may be?

PROBE: Please remember that we will keep this information strictly confidential.

1. HAVE CONTACT INFORMATION
   ADDRESS: ______________________ APT.: ___
   CITY: ______ STATE: __ ZIP / POSTCODE: _____
   COUNTRY_______________________________
   HOME TEL.: _____________ WORK TEL.: _____________ CELL PHONE: _____________
   HOME E-MAIL: _____________ WORK E-MAIL: _____________
2. SAME AS ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER’S ADDRESS PREVIOUSLY RECORDED. WHICH RESPONDENT? __________ID NUMBER ________________ NAME
3. PRISON / JAIL, INCARCERATED (GO TO R_UD3x)
4. IN INSTITUTION (GO TO R_UD3x)
5. PERSON IS DEAD
   −1. DON’T KNOW (GO TO R_UD5)

R_UD3x When do you expect [MISSING PERSON X] to be released from [JAIL NAME]?

1. RESPONDENT GIVES A DATE: Month _______ Year ___________
2. RESPONDENT SAYS PERSON WILL NEVER BE RELEASED

R_UD4. What is the best way to contact [MISSING PERSON X]?

1. HOME PHONE ________________________
2. HOME E-MAIL _________________________
3. AT WORK PHONE _______________________
4. AT WORK E-MAIL _______________________
5. CELL PHONE _________________________
6. BY MAIL ______________________________
7. IN PERSON ___________________________
8. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)
9. OTHER _______________________________
10. SAME AS A PREVIOUS HOUSEHOLD MEMBER’S, ID ____________________

R_UD5. CAPI CHECK:

1. THIS IS A W1 DWELLING
2. THIS IS NOT A W1 DWELLING (GO TO R_UD8)

R_UD6. When was the last time [MISSING PERSON X] lived at this address?

1. DATE: MONTH _______ DAY _______ YEAR ___________ (GO TO R_UD7)
2. __________________ MONTHS / YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
3. NEVER LIVED THERE (GO TO R_UD10)
4. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)
5. SAME DATE RECORDED FOR PREVIOUS PERSON. WHICH RESPONDENT?
   ID________________ NAME________________

INTERVIEWER: ENTER ROSTER ID OF PERSON WHO MOVED ON THE SAME DATE / ID OF PERSON WITH
SAME DATE

R_UD6a. Was it more than three years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR THREE YEARS AGO], less than
three years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD6D)
2. LESS THAN THREE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
4. IT WAS __________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD6b. Was it more than a year ago, that is before [MONTH 12 MONTHS AGO], less than a year ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
2. LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
3. ABOUT A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
4. IT WAS __________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD7)
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD6c. Was it more than six months ago, that is before [MONTH SIX MONTHS AGO], less than six months
ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
2. LESS THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
3. ABOUT SIX MONTHS AGO
4. IT WAS __________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

ALL GO TO R_UD7

R_UD6d. Was it more than five years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR FIVE YEARS AGO], less than five
years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
2. LESS THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
3. IT WAS ABOUT FIVE YEARS AGO
4. IT WAS __________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD7. Why did [MISSING PERSON X] move away from this address?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ___________________________________________ (GO TO R_UD10)

R_UD8. When was the last time [MISSING PERSON X] lived at [W1 ADDRESS]?

1. DATE: MONTH______ DAY______ YEAR__________ (GO TO R_UD9)
2. ______________ MONTHS / YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
3. NEVER LIVED HERE (GO TO R_UD10)
4. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)
5. SAME DATE RECORDED FOR PREVIOUS PERSON. WHICH RESPONDENT?
   ID________________ NAME________________

INTERVIEWER: ENTER ROSTER ID OF PERSON WHO MOVED ON THE SAME DATE / ID OF PERSON WITH
SAME DATE
R_UD8a. Was it more than three years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR THREE YEARS AGO], less than three years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD8D)
2. LESS THAN THREE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT THREE YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
4. IT WAS _________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD8b. Was it more than a year ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR ONE YEAR AGO], less than a year ago or what?

1. MORE THAN A YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
2. LESS THAN A YEAR AGO
3. ABOUT ONE YEAR AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
4. IT WAS _________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO (GO TO R_UD9)
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

R_UD8c. Was it more than six months ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR SIX MONTH AGO], less than six months ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
2. LESS THAN SIX MONTHS AGO
3. ABOUT SIX MONTHS AGO
4. IT WAS _________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO
5. DOESN’T KNOW THE PERSON, NEVER HEARD OF PERSON (GO TO R_UD11)

ALL GO TO R_UD9

R_UD8d. Was it more than five years ago, that is before [MONTH AND YEAR FIVE YEARS AGO], less than five years ago, or what?

1. MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
2. LESS THAN FIVE YEARS AGO
3. ABOUT FIVE YEARS AGO
4. IT WAS _________ MONTH AND / OR _________ YEARS AGO

R_UD9_N. Why did [MISSING PERSON X] move away from that address?

1. MOVED FOR OTHER REASON. RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ________________
2. MOVED WITH ANOTHER FAMILY MEMBER

R_UD10. CAPI CHECK:

1. HAVE FULL STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, COUNTRY, AND PHONE NUMBER FOR [MISSING PERSON X] (GO TO R_UD13)
2. OTHER

R_UD11. IF R_UD2a=1: Is there anyone else who lives here who would know how to get in touch with [MISSING PERSON X] or have more complete information about how to get in touch with [him / her]?

IF R_UD2a=2: Is there anyone who lives here who might know [MISSING PERSON X] and how to get in touch with [him / her]?

1. YES INTERVIEWER: RECORD AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE
   FIRST NAME: __________ LAST NAME: __________
   HOME TEL.: __________ WORK TEL.: __________ CELL PHONE: __________
   HOME E-MAIL: __________ WORK E-MAIL: __________
   RELATIONSHIP TO [MISSING PERSON X] _________________
5. NO, THERE IS NO ONE ELSE

R_UD12. IF R_UD11=yes (1): Is there anyone else you can think of who may know how to get in touch with [him / her]?

IF R_UD11=no (2) or DK or RF: Is there anyone else who may know how to get in touch with [him / her]?

PROBE: For example [someone else living here,] a neighbor, a friend, someone this person worked with, a family member or someone else?

PROBE: ANYONE ELSE? (REPEAT)

1. YES. INTERVIEWER: RECORD AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE FOR AS MANY CONTACTS AS POSSIBLE
   GIVEN NAME: __________ FAMILY NAME: __________
   ADDRESS 1: __________ ADDRESS 2: __________
   COUNTRY: __________________________________
   HOME PHONE: __________ CELL PHONE: __________
   RELATIONSHIP TO [MISSING PERSON X]: __________
   HOME EMAIL: __________ WORK EMAIL: __________

5. NO, NO ONE ELSE

R_UD13. GO TO NEXT PERSON ON MISSING PERSONS LIST AND RETURN TO R_UD2.

IF NO ONE ELSE IS ON THE LIST, GO TO CURRENT ROSTER R_UA1a.
PART II: CURRENT ROSTER

THIS PART IS COMPLETED BOTH BY NEW ENTRANT HOUSEHOLDS AND PANEL HOUSEHOLDS

SECTION CURRENT A. INTRODUCTION AND COMPILING RESIDENT LIST

IF UR=1 THEN USE THIS INTRODUCTION

RA1a. I would like to ask you about other people who live or stay in your household now, aside from those we just talked about.

GO TO RA3

ENTRY POINT FOR HHs WHICH DID NOT COMPLETE UPDATE ROSTER

IF UR=0 USE THIS INTRODUCTION

RA1b. I’d like to ask you to help me understand your living situation here. We’ll start with some questions about the people living or staying at this address.

RA2. Please give me the name of everyone who stayed here in this house or apartment last night [, aside from people we already talked about]. To make sure I keep people straight, can you give me their full names? We will keep this and all other information strictly confidential. But if you feel more comfortable giving only first names, nicknames or initials, that is ok too.

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ALL NAMES. ASK FOR FULL NAMES, BUT ACCEPT FIRST NAMES, NICKNAMES OR INITIALS IF NECESSARY.

IF UR=1, ADD THESE NAMES TO THE END OF THE LIST GENERATED BY THE UPDATE ROSTER
IF UR=1, SET A FLAG NEWMEMBER=1 FOR HH MEMBERS ADDED IN THIS QUESTION
IF UR=0, START AT LINE 1 OF CURRENT ROSTER

RA3. Does anyone else usually live here or stay here who did not stay here last night?

Please include people who are away at school or college, lodgers, boarders, or people you employ who live here. Also include babies, small children, foster children, and anyone who usually stays here but is away traveling, in the hospital, in jail or prison, or somewhere else.

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ALL NAMES. ASK FOR FULL NAMES, BUT ACCEPT FIRST NAMES, NICKNAMES OR INITIALS IF NECESSARY.

IF UR=1 SET A FLAG NEWMEMBER=1 FOR HH MEMBERS ADDED IN THIS QUESTION

RA4. Did anyone else stay here for one or more nights in the last two weeks, since [MONTH / DAY TWO WEEKS AGO]?

IF UR=1 SET A FLAG NEWMEMBER=1 FOR HH MEMBERS ADDED IN THIS QUESTION,

INTERVIEWER: RECORD ALL NAMES. ASK FOR FULL NAMES, BUT ACCEPT FIRST NAMES, NICKNAMES OR INITIALS IF NECESSARY

ASK FOR EACH PERSON ON THE LIST

RA4a. How old are you / is [NAME]?

PROBE: We need an idea of [your / NAME’s] age. Can you tell me about how old [you are / he or she is]?
1. ____ ____ MONTHS (0–11) USE ONLY IF YOUNGER THAN 1 YEAR (GO TO RA5)
2. ____ ____ ____ YEARS (1–120) (GO TO RA5)

CAPI CHECK: RA4a CAN ONLY=MONTHS OR YRS, NOT BOTH

RA5. CAPI CHECK:
1. ONLY ONE PERSON ON THE LIST (CODE THIS PERSON AS HHHNAME AND GO TO RA9)
5. MORE THAN ONE PERSON ON THE LIST

RA6. Now I want to find out how everyone on this list is related. First, please tell me whose [apartment / house] is this? That is, who rents or owns this [apartment / house]?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE CAN BE ONE OR TWO OWNERS / RENTERS

_________________________ (Name of first person)   _______________ (Line num of first person)
_________________________ (Name of second person)  _______________ (Line num of second person)

CAPI CHECK: IS THE PERSON OR PERSONS ABOVE BOTH AT LEAST 16 YEARS OLD? IF NOT, DOUBLE CHECK WITH RESPONDENT TO BE SURE PERSON UNDER 16 IS OWNER / RENTER IN CASE LINE NUMBER COPIED WRONG.

CAPI CHECK: IF TWO PEOPLE NAMED IN RA6, RANDOMLY SELECT ONE. CODE THIS PERSON AS HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD [HHHNAME].

My computer randomly chose [HHHNAME]. So let’s talk about how each person in this household is related to [HHHNAME].

RA6_b. Is there anyone else who rents or owns this [apartment / house]?

1. YES
5. NO

RA6_own1CK. PROBE: I have recorded that the person who rents or owns this [apartment / house] is [HHHNAME] and that [HHHNAME] is [AGE] years old. Is this correct?

LOOP THROUGH EVERYONE ON THE CURRENT HH LIST. [NAME] INDICATES THE NAME OF EACH PERSON ON THE LIST

RA6b. CAPI CHECK: IS [NAME] EQUAL TO RESPONDENT’S NAME?

1. YES
5. NO

RA6c. CAPI CHECK: IS HHHNAME THE SAME AS RESPONDENT’S NAME?

1. YES (IF RA6B=1, CODE RA7=0 THEN GO TO RA9)
5. NO

RA6d. CAPI CHECK: IS HHHNAME SAME AS [NAME]?

1. YES (CODE RA7=0 THEN GO TO RA9)
5. NO

RA7. How [are you / is NAME] related to [HHHNAME / you]?

0. HOUSEHOLD HEAD
1. HUSBAND OR WIFE
2. PARTNER (LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND)
3. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
4. STEPCHILD
5. ADOPTED CHILD
6. FOSTER CHILD
7. CHILD OF PARTNER (CHILD OF LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND)
8. SON-IN-LAW OR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
9. PARENT
10. STEPPARENT
11. PARENT-IN-LAW
12. GRANDPARENT
13. BROTHER OR SISTER
14. STEPBROTHER OR STEPSISTER
15. HALF-BROTHER OR HALF-SISTER
16. BROTHER-IN-LAW OR SISTER-IN-LAW
17. GRANDCHILD
18. UNCLE OR AUNT
19. NEPHEW OR NIECE
20. OTHER RELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
21. ROOMMATE
22. FRIEND
23. LIVE-IN MAID, CARE PROVIDER, SERVANT OR DOMESTIC WORKER
24. OTHER NONRELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
25. EX-SPOUSE
26. PARENT’S LOVER / PARTNER
27. SON OR DAUGHTER’S LOVER / PARTNER
28. COUSIN
29. GREAT GRANDPARENT

IF RA7=99 CONTINUE, ELSE GO TO RA9

RA7_ver. I have recorded that [you are / NAME is] [HHHNAME’s / your] [RELATIONSHIP FROM RA7]. Is that correct?

1. YES
5. NO

IF RA7=1 FOR [PERSONX], SET RA10=1 AND RA10A=1 AND RA10B=[ID OF HH HEAD] AND GO TO RA11
IF RA7=2 FOR [PERSONX], SET RA10=2 AND RA10A=1 AND RA10B=[ID OF HH HEAD] AND GO TO RA11

RA8. Please tell me why you are not sure how [you are / NAME is] related to [HHHNAME / you]?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: __________________________________________

RA9. OBSERVE OR ASK: Is [NAME] male or female?

1. MALE
2. FEMALE

IF 0<=RA4A < 15 GO TO RA11 (DO NOT ASK MARRIAGE QUESTION FOR 0–14 YEAR OLDS)

RA10. [Are you / is he or she] married or currently living with a partner?

1. MARRIED
2. LIVING WITH A PARTNER (WITHOUT BEING MARRIED)
3. NEITHER (GO TO RA11)
4. (IF VOLUNTEERED) BOTH MARRIED AND LIVING WITH A PARTNER (OTHER THAN SPOUSE)

RA10a. [Does your / Does his or her] [spouse / partner] live here in this household?
1. YES  
5. NO (GO TO RA11)

RA10bline. What is [your / his / her] [husband / wife / partner]'s name?

RECORD ROSTER LINE NUMBER OF SPOUSE / PARTNER FOR [NAME]

RA11. [Do you / Does NAME] live here full time or part time? Full-time means at least half of the time. Part-time means less than half time.

PROBE: Just give me your best guess.

1. FULL TIME (SPENDS HALF TIME OR MORE IN THIS HH)  
2. PART TIME (SPENDS LESS THAN HALF TIME IN THIS HH)

DATA USER NOTE: THE SPANISH VERSION OF “Full-time means at least half of the time. Part-time means less than half time.” WAS NOT INCLUDED IN THE CAPI CODE.

RA11A. CAPI CHECK RA4A AND RA11: IS RA11=1 AND IS [NAME] 18 TO 24 YEARS OLD?

1. YES  
5. NO (GO TO RA12)

RA11A_mom. [Does your / Does NAME’s] biological, adoptive or step-mother live here full time?

1. YES  
5. NO

RA11A_momline. What is [your / NAME’s] mother’s name?

ENTER ID NUMBER FROM DISPLAYED ROSTER OF PERSON WHO IS MOTHER

RA11A_dad. [Does your / Does NAME’s] biological, adoptive or step-father live here full time?

1. YES  
5. NO

RA11A_dadline. What is [your / NAME’s] father’s name?

ENTER ID NUMBER FROM DISPLAYED ROSTER OF PERSON WHO IS FATHER

END OF LIST 1 LOOP WHICH BEGAN AT RA6B

CREATE ROSTER LIST 2 OF ELIGIBLES WHICH IS ALL THOSE WITH RA11=1. QUESTIONS RA12–RA42 ARE FOR ELIGIBLES ONLY. IF RA11=2 GO TO SECTION B.

LIST 2 LOOP BEGIN: ASK RA12–RA42 FOR EACH PERSON ON LIST 2

NOW COLLECT MOTHER, FATHER, PCG, AND FATHER-EQUIVALENT INFORMATION FOR EACH CHILD—17 AND YOUNGER—ON ELIGIBLE LIST (LIST 2)

RA12. CHECK RA4a. IS [NAME] 17 YEARS OR YOUNGER?

1. YES  
5. NO (GO TO END OF LOOP)

RA13. CAPI CHECK LIST 2: DOES THIS HH CONTAIN ONLY ONE PERSON?

1. YES (CODE NAME AS NO PCG AND CODE AS EMANCIPATED MINOR [EM]. GO TO END OF LOOP)
5. NO (CONTINUE)

RA14. CAPI CHECK RA4a: IS [NAME] 16 OR 17 YEARS OLD?

1. YES (CONTINUE)
5. NO (GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA20)

RA14a. CAPI CHECK RA7: IS [NAME] THE CHILD / STEPCHILD / ADOPTED CHILD / FOSTER CHILD / CHILD OF PARTNER / GRANDCHILD / NIECE / NEPHEW OF HHH HEAD?

1. YES (GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA20)
5. NO (CONTINUE)

RA15. CAPI CHECK RA7: IS [NAME] HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD?

1. YES (CONTINUE)
5. NO (GO TO RA16)

RA15a. CAPI CHECK RA7: DOES [NAME] HAVE A PARENT / STEPPARENT / GRANDPARENT / AUNT / UNCLE IN THE HOUSEHOLD?

1. YES (GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA20)
5. NO (CODE AS NO PCG AND EM=1 AND TO TO END OF LOOP)

RA16. CAPI CHECK: IS [NAME] OLDEST IN HOUSEHOLD?

1. YES (CODE NAME AS NO PCG AND CODE AS EMANCIPATED MINOR [EM]. GO TO END OF LOOP)
5. NO (CONTINUE)

RA16a. CAPI CHECK: IS OLDEST PERSON IN HOUSEHOLD THE SPOUSE / PARTNER OF [NAME]?

1. YES (CODE AS NO PCG AND EM=1 AND GO TO END OF LOOP)
5. NO

ITEMS RA17–RA19 DELETED

THIS SECTION COLLECTS INFORMATION ON ALL CHILDREN’S MOTHERS AND, FOR MOTHERS OUTSIDE OF THE HH, WHICH PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME MOTHER

RA20CHECK. CAPI CHECK: IF CHILD HAS BIO OR ADOPTIVE MOM IN HH, SET VALUES FOR OBVIOUS ANSWERS, THEN GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA24 (WOULD ONLY KNOW IF HAD GONE THROUGH LOOP FOR A LEAST 1 CHILD). ELSE CONTINUE. THE OBJECTIVE IS TO FILL IN THE CHILD MATRIX OF QUESTIONS RA20–RA23 FOR ALL CHILDREN OF GIVEN PARENT, NOT JUST THE FIRST CHILD OF THE GIVEN PARENT.

IF NAME CODED RA7=3 OR 5 AND HHHEAD=FEMALE, SET THE FOLLOWING VALUES AND THEN SKIP TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA24:
RA20=1, RA21=HHHNAME, RA21 id=HHHEADID
CHECK LIST 1 FOR ANY OTHERS WITH RA7=3 OR 5.
IF THERE ARE OTHERS, DO THE FOLLOWING:
SET RA22=1
ENTER NAMES AND ROSTER IDS OF THOSE CHILDREN INTO RA23
IF THERE ARE NO OTHERS, SET RA22=5
ELSE IF RA20 IS FILLED IN, GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA24
ELSE IF RA20 IS BLANK, THEN ASK

RA20INTRO. IF CHILD 1: Next, I want to ask you about the parents of children and teens who usually live here. ELSE: Now I’d like to ask you about the parents of [NAME].
RA20. Does [NAME]'s birth or adoptive mother live or stay in this household?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RA22)

RA21LINE. What is [NAME]'s mother's name?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 1

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME AND LINE NUMBER OF CHILD'S MOTHER

RA21NAME. I have just recorded that [NAME] is the mother's name. Is this correct?

1. YES
5. NO

RA22. Does anyone else in this household have the same birth or adoptive mother as [NAME]?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RA24)

RA23_idX. Who has the same mother as [NAME]?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 1

INTERVIEWER: RECORD EACH NAME AND LINE NUMBER, REGARDLESS OF AGE.

FOR EACH CHILD LISTED IN RA23 SET RA20=1, RA21=NAME OF MOTHER, RA21 ID=ROSTER ID OF MOTHER, RA22=1

RA23_checkX. I have just recorded that [NAME] also has the same mother. Is this correct?

1. YES
5. NO

THIS SECTION COLLECTS INFORMATION ON ALL CHILDREN'S FATHERS AND WHICH PEOPLE HAVE THE SAME FATHER

RA24CHECK. CAPI CHECK: IF CHILD HAS BIO OR ADOPTIVE DAD IN HH, SET VALUES FOR OBVIOUS ANSWERS, THEN GO TO CAPI CHECK AT A28 (would only know if had gone through loop for a least 1 child).

THE OBJECTIVE IS TO FILL IN THE CHILD MATRIX OF QUESTIONS RA24–RA27 FOR ALL CHILDREN OF A GIVEN PARENT, NOT JUST THE FIRST CHILD OF THE GIVEN PARENT.

IF [NAME] CODED RA7=3 OR 5 AND HHHEAD=MALE, SET THE FOLLOWING VALUES AND THEN SKIP TO CAPI CHECK AT RA28:

RA24=1, RA25=HHHNAME, RA25 ID=HHHEADID
CHECK LIST 1 FOR ANY OTHERS WITH RA7=3 OR 5.
IF THERE ARE OTHERS, DO THE FOLLOWING:
SET RA26=1
ENTER NAMES AND ROSTER IDS OF THOSE CHILDREN INTO RA27
IF THERE ARE NO OTHERS, SET RA26=5
ELSE IF RA24 IS BLANK, CONTINUE
ELSE IF RA24 IS FILLED IN, GO TO CAPI CHECK AT RA28

RA24. Does [NAME]'s birth or adoptive father live or stay in this household?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RA26)
RA25LINE. What is [NAME]'s father's name?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 1

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME AND LINE NUMBER OF CHILD’S FATHER

RA25ck. I have just recorded that [NAME] is the father’s name. Is this correct?

1. YES
5. NO

RA26. Does anyone else in this household have the same birth or adoptive father as [NAME]?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RA28)

RA27_idX. Who has the same father as [NAME]?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 1

INTERVIEWER: RECORD EACH NAME AND LINE NUMBER, REGARDLESS OF AGE.

BE SURE THAT ALL CHILDREN GET TO RA28, EVEN IF RA20–RA23 AND / OR RA24–RA27 WERE NOT ASKED DIRECTLY BECAUSE CHILD WAS SIBLING OF EARLIER CHILD.

RA27_checkX. I have just recorded that [NAME] also has the same father. Is this correct?

1. YES
5. NO

THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHO IS PCG FOR KIDS WITHOUT FULL-TIME RESIDENT MOTHERS IN HH

RA28. CHECK RA20: DOES [NAME]'S BIO / ADOPT MOTHER LIVE IN HH?

1. YES
5. NO (GO TO RA30)

RA29. CHECK RA11: IS [NAME]'S BIO / ADOPT MOTHER A FULL-TIME RESIDENT?

1. YES (GO TO RA39)
5. NO

RA30. CAPI CHECK RA24: DOES [NAME] HAVE BIO OR ADOPTIVE DAD IN HH?

1. YES
5. NO

IF RA28 AND RA30=5, GO TO RA33
IF RA30=5, GO TO CAPI CHECKS BELOW RA31

RA31. CAPI CHECK RA11: IS [NAME]'S BIO / ADOPT FATHER A FULL-TIME RESIDENT?

1. YES
5. NO

IF RA28=5 AND RA30=1 AND RA31=1, GO TO RA32

RA32_Intro. IF RA28=5 AND RA30=1 AND RA31=5: From the information I have, [NAME]'s father only lives here part-time. (GO TO RA33)
IF RA28=1 AND RA29=5 AND RA30=5: From the information I have, [NAME]'s mother only lives here part-time. (GO TO RA36)

IF RA28=1 AND RA29=5 AND RA30=1 AND RA31=5: From the information I have, [NAME]'s mother and father both live here part-time. (GO TO RA36)

IF RA28=1 AND RA29=5 AND RA30=1 AND RA31=1: From the information I have, [NAME]'s mother only lives here part-time. (GO TO RA32)

RA32. CAPI CHECK: ANYONE BESIDES DAD AND [NAME] OVER 17 IN HH?

1. YES (CONTINUE)
5. NO (GO TO END OF LOOP)

IF NAME CODED RA7=4 OR 6 AND HHHEAD=FEMALE, FILL IN THE FOLLOWING OBVIOUS ANSWERS AND THEN GO TO RA39.
 IF RA7=4 SET RA33=1
 IF RA7=6 SET RA33=2
 SET RA34=HHHNAME, SET RA34 id=HHHEAD id

RA33. Does [NAME] have [a stepmother, foster mother, or] someone else who lives in this household at least half time who is like a mother to [him / her]?

1. YES, STEPMOTHER
2. YES, FOSTER MOTHER
3. YES, OTHER MOTHER EQUIVALENT
4. NO (GO TO RA36)

RA34. What is the name of [NAME]'s [stepmother / foster mother / person who is like a mother]?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 2 ONLY

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME AND LINE NUMBER OF PERSON

IF RA33=1 OR 2, GO TO RA39
IF RA33=3 AND PERSON IN RA34 IS NOT HEAD OF HH, CONTINUE

RA35. How is [NAME IN RA34] related to [NAME]?

1. HUSBAND OR WIFE
2. PARTNER (LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND)
3. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
4. STEPCCHILD
5. ADOPTED CHILD
6. FOSTER CHILD
7. CHILD OF PARTNER (CHILD OF LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND)
8. SON-IN-LAW OR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
9. PARENT
10. STEPPARENT
11. PARENT-IN-LAW
12. GRANDPARENT
13. BROTHER OR SISTER
14. STEPBROTHER OR STEPSISTER
15. HALF-BROTHER OR HALF-SISTER
16. BROTHER-IN-LAW OR SISTER-IN-LAW
17. GRANDCHILD
18. UNCLE OR AUNT
19. NEPHEW OR NIECE
20. OTHER RELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
21. ROOMMATE
22. FRIEND
23. LIVE-IN MAID, CARE PROVIDER, SERVANT OR DOMESTIC WORKER
24. OTHER NONRELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
25. EX-SPOUSE
26. PARENT’S LOVER / PARTNER
27. SON OR DAUGHTER’S LOVER / PARTNER
28. COUSIN
29. GREAT GRANDPARENT

IF RA35=99 CONTINUE, ELSE GO TO RA39

RA35a. Please tell me why you are not sure how [NAME IN RA34] is related to [NAME]?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ___________________________________________

ALL GO TO RA39

RA36line. Who is the adult living here at least half time who is primarily responsible for [NAME] when [he / she] stays here in this household?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 2 ONLY

INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME AND LINE NUMBER
99. NO ONE IN HOUSEHOLD

IF ANSWER TO RA36=HHHEAD, GO TO RA39
IF RA36=99, CONTINUE
ELSE GO TO RA38

RA36ck. I have just recorded that [NAME] is the adult in the household who is primarily responsible. Is this correct?

1. YES
5. NO

RA37. Maybe I misunderstood. From what you’ve told me, no adult living at least half time in this household is responsible for [NAME]. Is that correct?

1. YES (CODE NAME AS NO PCG AND CODE AS EM. GO TO END OF LOOP)
5. NO (RE-ASK RA36)

RA38. How is [NAME IN RA36] related to [NAME]?

1. HUSBAND OR WIFE
2. PARTNER, LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND
3. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
4. STEPCHILD
5. ADOPTED CHILD
6. FOSTER CHILD
7. CHILD OF LOVER / PARTNER
8. SON-IN-LAW OR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
9. PARENT
10. STEPPARENT
11. PARENT-IN-LAW
12. GRANDPARENT
13. BROTHER OR SISTER
14. STEPBROTHER OR STEPSISTER
15. HALF-BROTHER OR HALF-SISTER
16. BROTHER-IN-LAW OR SISTER-IN-LAW
17. GRANDCHILD
18. UNCLE OR AUNT
19. NEPHEW OR NIECE
20. OTHER RELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
21. ROOMMATE
22. FRIEND
23. LIVE-IN MAID, CARE PROVIDER, SERVANT OR DOMESTIC WORKER
24. OTHER NONRELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
25. EX-SPOUSE
26. PARENT’S LOVER / PARTNER
27. SON OR DAUGHTER’S LOVER / PARTNER
28. COUSIN
29. GREAT GRANDPARENT

IF RA38=99 CONTINUE
ELSE GO TO RA39

RA38a. Please tell me why you are not sure how [NAME IN RA36] is related to [NAME]?
RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ___________________________________________

THIS SECTION DETERMINES WHO IS FATHER FIGURE FOR KIDS WITHOUT A FATHER IN THE HOUSEHOLD

RA39. CHECK RA24:
1. NO BIO / ADOPT FATHER IN THE HOUSEHOLD
2. BIO / ADOPT FATHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (GO TO END OF LOOP)

IF NAME CODED A7=4 OR 6 AND HHHEAD=MALE, FILL IN THE FOLLOWING OBVIOUS ANSWERS AND THEN GO TO END OF LOOP.
IF RA7=4 SET RA40=1
IF RA7=6 SET RA40=2
SET RA41=HHHNAME, SET RA41 id=HHHEAD ID

RA40. Does [NAME] have a stepfather, a foster father, or someone else in this household who is like a father to [him / her]?
1. YES, STEPFATHER
2. YES, FOSTER FATHER
3. YES, OTHER FATHER FIGURE
4. NO (GO TO END OF LOOP)

RA41. Who is [NAME]’s [stepfather / foster father / person who is like a father]?

CAPI CHECK: SHOW LIST 1
INTERVIEWER: RECORD NAME AND LINE NUMBER
99. NO ONE IN HOUSEHOLD

IF RA40=1 OR 2, GO TO END OF LOOP
IF PERSON CODED IN RA41 IS NOT HEAD OF HH, CONTINUE
ELSE CONTINUE

RA41LINE. ENTER LINE NUMBER OF STEP / FOSTER FATHER: INTERVIEWER ENTER 99 IF NO ONE IN HOUSEHOLD

RA42. How is [NAME IN RA41] related to [NAME]?
1. HUSBAND OR WIFE
2. PARTNER, LOVER, GIRLFRIEND, BOYFRIEND
3. BIOLOGICAL CHILD
4. STEPCHELD
5. ADOPTED CHILD
6. FOSTER CHILD
7. CHILD OF LOVER / PARTNER
8. SON-IN-LAW OR DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
9. PARENT
10. STEPPARENT
11. PARENT-IN-LAW
12. GRANDPARENT
13. BROTHER OR SISTER
14. STEPBROTHER OR STEPSISTER
15. HALF-BROTHER OR HALF-SISTER
16. BROTHER-IN-LAW OR SISTER-IN-LAW
17. GRANDCHILD
18. UNCLE OR AUNT
19. NEPHEW OR NIECE
20. OTHER RELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
21. ROOMMATE
22. FRIEND
23. LIVE-IN MAID, CARE PROVIDER, SERVANT OR DOMESTIC WORKER
24. OTHER NONRELATIVE, SPECIFY: ________
25. EX-SPouse
26. PARENT’S LOVER / PARTNER
27. SON OR DAUGHTER’S LOVER / PARTNER
28. COUSIN
29. GREAT GRANDPARENT

IF RA42=99 CONTINUE
ELSE GO TO LOOP END AFTER RA43

RA43. Please tell me why you are not sure how [NAME IN RA41] is related to [NAME]?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ________________________________________________

LIST 2 LOOP END. IF ANY MORE PEOPLE ON LIST, GO BACK TO RA12, ELSE CONTINUE

SECTION CURRENT B. BACKGROUND OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

RB1_Intro. Finally, I have a few [other] questions about [you / each person who lives or stays in this household].

LOOP START: ASK RB1–RB5 FOR EACH PERSON ON LIST 1

IF RA4a=6 OR MORE OR RA4a=DK / REFUSED, CONTINUE
ELSE GO TO RB2

RB1. How much school [have you / has NAME] completed?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: FOR THOSE CURRENTLY IN SCHOOL, THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CURRENT YEAR OF SCHOOL, UNLESS IT IS ALREADY COMPLETED

0. NONE
1. to 11.________________ (GRADE 1 THROUGH 11)
12. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR COMPLETED GED
13. SOME VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
14. COMPLETED VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
15. SOME COLLEGE
16. ASSOCIATES’ DEGREE (AA)
17. BACHELORS’ DEGREE (BA, BS)
18. SOME GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL (AFTER COMPLETING COLLEGE)
19. COMPLETED GRADUATE / PROFESSIONAL DEGREE

RB2. [Are you / Is NAME] Latino, white, African-American, Asian or something else?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. LATINO
2. WHITE
3. AFRICAN-AMERICAN, BLACK
4. ASIAN
5. PACIFIC ISLANDER
6. NATIVE AMERICAN / AMERICAN INDIAN

IF RA4A=14 OR MORE OR RA4a=DK / REFUSED, CONTINUE, ELSE GO TO B5
IF NAME=HHHNAME AND RA7=3 FOR ANYONE, SET RB3=1 THEN GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RB4
IF NAME CODED RA7=9 OR 12, SET RB3=1 THEN GO TO CAPI CHECK ABOVE RB4

RB3. [Have you / has NAME] ever had any children?

1. YES
5. NO

IF RA4A=16 OR MORE OR RA4a=DK / REFUSED CONTINUE, ELSE GO TO RB5

RB4. [Have you / has NAME] had a paid job full time or part time, at any time in the past month?

1. YES
5. NO

RB5. Did [you / NAME] receive any type of public assistance or welfare benefits during the past month?

1. YES
5. NO

RB6. [Were you / Was NAME] covered by any type of health insurance during the past month? This includes insurance through a job, through a plan you or someone else bought, or through a program like MediCal or Healthy Families?

1. YES
5. NO

LOOP END. GO BACK TO RB1 FOR NEXT PERSON ON LIST 1. IF NO ONE LEFT ON LIST, CONTINUE

CREATE LIST 3. IF W1DWELLING=1 AND PERSON IS ON LIST 2, AND NEWMEMBER=1, AND PERSON BORN BEFORE WAVE 1, PUT PERSON ON LIST 3. LOOP BEGIN FOR PERSONS ON LIST 3

RB7. CAPI CHECK:

1. NO ONE ON LIST 3 (GO TO SECTION C)
2. AT LEAST ONE PERSON ON LIST 3, CONTINUE

RB8. Here is a map of this neighborhood you live in. Several years ago, that is in [MONTH YEAR OF W1 INTERVIEW], did [NAME] live in this neighborhood (either in this house or somewhere else) or did [he / she] live outside this neighborhood?
1. IN AREA SHOWN ON MAP (GO TO RB11)  
2. SOMEWHERE ELSE, NOT IN THE AREA SHOWN ON MAP (GO TO RB11)


1. YES, IN [CITY NAME]  
5. NO, NOT IN [CITY NAME] (CODE RB8=2 AND GO TO RB11)  
−1. DON’T KNOW (GO TO RB11)

RB10. What part of [NAME OF CITY THAT THIS TRACT IS LOCATED IN] did [he / she] live in at that time?

PROBE: Do you know the street name?

RECORD VERBATIM RESPONSE: ____________________________________________

RB10a. INTERVIEWER: LOOK AT MAP, WORK WITH RESPONDENT, AND TRY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THIS PLACE IS WITHIN THE AREA SHOWN ON MAP. IF YES, CODE RB8=1. IF OBVIOUSLY NOT WITHIN THIS AREA, CODE RB8=2.

1. YES, THE LOCATION IS WITHIN THE AREA SHOWN ON MAP  
5. NO, THE LOCATION IS NOT WITHIN THE AREA SHOWN ON MAP

RB11. Did [NAME] move into this neighborhood shown on the map before or after [TRACT INTERVIEW DATE]?

1. BEFORE (GO TO RB13)  
2. AFTER (GO TO RB13)  
−1. DON’T KNOW  
−2. REFUSED (GO TO RB13)

INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS PERSON MOVED AT THE TIME OF THE TRACT INTERVIEW DATE, ASK: Would you say it was just before or just after this date?

RB12. If you had to guess when [NAME] moved into this neighborhood, would you say it was before or after [TRACT INTERVIEW DATE]?

1. BEFORE  
2. AFTER

RB13. END OF LOOP. GO BACK TO RB7 AND REPEAT FOR EVERYONE ON LIST 3. THEN CONTINUE

SECTION CURRENT C. HOME LANGUAGE

RC1. Do you [and others who live here in this household] speak any language other than [English / Spanish] at home?

1. YES  
5. NO (GO TO RESPONDENT SELECTION)

RC2. Besides [English / Spanish], [what other languages do you speak / what languages are spoken in your household]?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. ENGLISH  
2. SPANISH  
3. ARMENIAN  
4. CAMBODIAN / KHMER  
5. CHINESE (e.g., MANDARIN, CANTONESE, OTHER)
RC3. CAPI CHECK RA5:

1. RESPONDENT LIVES ALONE (GO TO RESPONDENT SELECTION BELOW)
2. RESPONDENT LIVES WITH OTHERS (CONTINUE)

RC4. When you are talking to each other what language do you and others who live here in this household generally speak?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. ENGLISH
2. SPANISH
3. ARMENIAN
4. CAMBODIAN / KHMER
5. CHINESE (MANDARIN, CANTONESE, OTHER)
6. FARSI OR PERSIAN
7. JAPANESE
8. KOREAN
9. LATIN AMERICAN INDIGENOUS / INDIAN LANGUAGE (e.g., QUICHÉ, KANJOBAL, ZAPOTEC, MIXTEC)
10. RUSSIAN
11. TAGALOG
12. VIETNAMESE
13. OTHER, SPECIFY: __________________
14. MIDDLE EASTERN (e.g., ARABIC)
15. SOUTH ASIAN (e.g., HINDI, URDU)
16. OTHER SOUTHEAST ASIAN (e.g., MALAY, INDONESIAN, THAI, LAOTIAN)
17. AFRICAN LANGUAGES (e.g., SWAHILI)
18. OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUAGES (e.g., FRENCH, GERMAN, DUTCH, SWEDISH)

SECTION CURRENT S: RESPONDENT SELECTION

S1. CAPI INSTRUCTION: DETERMINE WHO LIVES IN THIS HOUSEHOLD. CHECK UA1 AT BEGINNING OF ROSTER (NOT RA1 IN CURRENT ROSTER) AND THE LIST OF CURRENT HH MEMBERS AND THE VARIABLE NEWMEMBER

1. THE PANEL RSA IS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD (SET RSA_P=1)
2. THE PANEL RSC IS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD (SET RSC_P=1)
3. THE PCG_W1 IS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD (SET PCG_W1=1)
4. THE SIB_W1 IS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD (SET SIB_W1=1)
5. THERE ARE NEW ENTRANTS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD AND THIS HOUSEHOLD IS IN ONE OF THE LAFANS TRACTS (FLAG_NE=1)